Renaissance Man  by George Barany

ACROSS
1. Rosedale or Southdale, e.g. (but not Mondale)
5. Refer to, e.g., a literature precedent
9. Short times, for short
13. Sheltered, nautically
14. Sweet-talk
15. It may be thrown for a loop
16. "The King and I" kingdom
17. Like CaO + HCl yields CaCl2 + H2O, e.g.
19. This puzzle's hero, while at Caltech
21. "Auld Lang ___
22. "I Claudius" or "Upstairs Downstairs," e.g.
26. Critiques, with faint praise
30. Greeting from Jenny, David, or Mary, to this puzzle's hero?
31. This puzzle's hero, while at UCLA
36. "___ man speaks in the forest, and there is no woman to correct him, is he still wrong?"
37. Company that created Pong
38. Verb suffix for ion or atom
39. This puzzle's hero, in the Sierras or the Alps (among many others)
44. Recrystallized, vis-à-vis "crude"
45. Home country of Macalester alum Kofi Annan
46. Deceleration
49. Go out on a limb
52. This puzzle's hero (1930-2015)
57. Multiplication aid taught in elementary school
60. Overhaul

61. Single-celled plants (field of this puzzle's hero)
62. Hunter of mystery
64. Legendary crossword constructor Reagle
65. Circus cries
66. Mercury Seven astronaut, and U of M alumnus, Slayton

DOWN
1. Sail's staff?
2. Elia, to Lamb
3. Like spinach or lettuce
4. Paris daily
5. Medium size in a lingerie shop
6. Macbeth's burial place
7. Cologne that sounds forbidding
8. Praise highly
9. Punch with punch
10. PC key

11. U of M school formerly known as IT
12. Cover some ground?
15. Cry from a crow's-nest
18. Actress Tyler or Ullmann
20. Derrière
23. Off-the-cuff
24. Original Thanksgiving fare
25. "Doe, ___..."
27. Assigner of G's and R's: Abbr.
28. "Don't look at me!"
29. Cool or hot, e.g.
31. Milquetoasts
32. Run ___ of the law
33. Bull (Latin)
34. Part of SPCO: Abbr.
35. Monster of the Mojave
40. Roosevelt's domestic agenda
41. Dihydroxyacetone or glyceraldehyde
42. Crucifix inscription
43. Restaurant VIP
47. Big paper in the Big Apple: Abbr.
48. Original manufacturer of Ziagen (anti-HIV drug invented by Bob Vince)
50. Jobs or Wozniak
51. Film maker
53. Spain's longest river
54. Insipid
55. Curious George's creators
56. Bar ___
57. Skye cap
58. Réunion, for one
59. Dept. head
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